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Clinostat Electric

Description

Clinostat Electric 

Essential for studies on geotropism and phototropism on seedlings, cut shoots, and small potted
plants.  

The angle is adjustable by a thumb screw with a clear plastic cover.  

The Clinostat is supplied with a 70mm diameter cork lined/faced disc with a fitting to take a specimen
tube.  

The motor rotates 5 revolutions per hour.  

220V, 50Hz. 300mm (H).  

Complete with 3 core cable.  

The seedlings are pinned to the cork table which is rotated by an electric motor.  

Disc diameter: 100mm. 
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Contact JLab Export for your Educational School Science Lab Equipments. We are best school
science lab equipments suppliers in india, school science lab instruments, school science lab
instruments exporter, school science lab instruments manufacturer, school scientific equipments,
science educational equipment. 
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